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P.O Box 91 0, East Carbon, Utah 84520 794 North "C" Canyon Rd, East Carbon, Utah 84520

Telephone (435) 8884000 Fax (435) 888.4002

Daron Haddock
Permit Supervisor
Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining
P.O. Box 145801
1594 West North Temple, Suite 1210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-5801

Re: Crandall Canyon Mines. C/015/032
Response to Division Orderl0A
Paragraph IV.Item I

Dear Mr. Haddock:

November 30,2010

Enclosed are six (6 ea.) copies of the response to Division Order l0A, paragraph [V,
Item l, according to the Revised Stipulation, dated November 4,2010. This response consists of
an amendment to Appendix 7-65, involving submittal of as-built drawings of the operational
water treatment facility, and costs (capital, operational, maintenance) associated with the facility.
It is important to note that these costs cannot be construed as representative of future treatment
costs, given the emergency nature and "trial-and-error" nature of the development of the facilities
to date (as described in detail in this amendment), and given the uncertainty of water treatment
requirements in the future. The costs have been addressed in the amendment, as required, and a
more detailed breakdown of those costs are attached to this letter.

If you have any questions or comments regarding this submittal please contact me at 435
888-4017.

Resident Agent

i: BECE,yED

i t0vl o lzli''

File in:
0 Confidential

cc: Denise A. Dragoo, Esq.

DfyoFo,L cAS{rr,il,tc



APPLICATION FOR PERMIT PROCESSING

Permit Change tr New Permit tr Renewal tr Transfer o Exploration tr ll Bond Release tr Permit Number: 0151032

rireorproposar Response to Division Order DO10A, paragraph lV, item 1 Mine: Crandall Canvon Mines

Permittee: GENWAL Resources. Inc.

Description, include reason for application and timing required to implement:.

|nstructions:fyouansweryestoanyof|hefirst8questions(gray),submittheappIicationtothesattLakeofficeotheNvise,youmaysubmitittoyourreclam

o Yes vKo 1. Change in the size of the Permit Area? acres Disturbed Area? acres tr increase o decrease.

&." oNo 2. ls the application submitted as a result of a Division Order?

o Yes o4o 3. Does application include operations outside a previously identified Cumulative Hydrologic lmpact Area?

o Yes *6 4. Does application include operations in hydrologic basins other than as currently approved?

o Yes -G 5. Does application result from cancellation, reduction or increase of insurance or reclamation bond?

o Yes vt6 6. Does the application require or include public notice/publication?

o Yes g4o 7. Does the application require or include ownership, conlrol, dght-of-entry, or compliance information?

o Yes vfio 8. ls proposed activity within 100 feet of a public road or cemetery or 300 feet of an occupied drvelling?

o Yes tKo 9. ls the application submitted as a result of a Violation?

tr Yes o{o 10. ls the application submitted as a result of other laws or regulations or policies? Explain:

o Yes vKo 11. Does the application affect the surface landowner or change the post mining land use?

o Yes vfio 12. Does the application require or include underground design or mine sequence and timing?

O YeS *4o 13. Does the application require or include collection and reporting of any baseline information?

o Yes v4o 14. Could the application have any effect on wildlife or vegetation outside the current disturbed area?

o Yes K. 15. Does application require or include soil removal, storage or placement?

o Yes /no 16. Does the application require or include vegetation monitoring, removal or revegetation activities?

o Yes vKo 17. Does the application require or include construction, modification, or removal of surface facilities?

o Yes A" 18. Does the application require or include water monitoring, sediment or drainage control measures?

fres oNo 19. Does the application require or include certified designs, maps, or calculations?

o Yes v{" 20. Does the application require or include subsidence control or monitoring?

o Yes y{.o 21 . Have reclamation costs for bonding been provided for?

o Yes o{o 22. Does application involve a perennial stream, a stream buffer zone or discharges to a stream?

o Yes vKo 23. Does the application affect permits issued by other agencies or permits issued to other entities?

s Attach 3 complete copiesff the aoplication.

I hereby certiff that I am a and that the information contained in this
application is true and correct to the belief in all respects with the laws of Utah in
reference to commitmenls. (R64s-301-123)

lor.- tl
Subsqibgd and som to beforc m€

MARYV.IGVA
lfrllfrt PUEIJC . StArE ol W'

coMMlssloN # 57428{
coMM, EXP. O5-1e20'

iry Commbsion Expircs:
Attest: STATE Q

_i?uc t.,b

Received by Oil, Gas & Mining

RECEIVED

l{lv 3 0 2010

I ot oFoL GAs&MrNmG

ASSIGNEO TRACKING NUMBER



Application for
Detailed Schedule

Permit Processing
of Chanqes to the MRP

{,-Ltf-I
Titteof Apptication: Response to Division Order DO10A, paragraph lV, item 1 Permit Number: 0151032

Mine: CRANDALL CANYON MINES

Permittee: GENWAL RESOURCES

Provide a detailed listing of all changes to the mining and reclamation plan which will be required as a result of this proposed
permit application. Individually list all maps and drawings which are to be added, replaced, or removed from the plan.
lnclude changes of the table of contents, section of the plan, pages, or other information as needed to specifically locate,
identify and revise the existinq mininq and reclamation plan. Include paqe, section and drawinq numbers as part of the description.

DESCRIPTION OF MAP, TEXT. OR MATERIALS TO BE CHANGED

tr ADD tr REPLACE tr REMOVE Cvarrrl.cn 1 Aol*r/,* 1-A<
! ADD tr REPLACE O REMOVE

D ADD #tt*". D REMOVE Ln\\o..r lAcLfrut,o! f"*{
O ADD tr REPLACE tr REMOVE l\ c-,* ( lhr^ I S
tr ADD ! REPLACE tr REMOVE

J

tr ADD ! REPLACE tr REMOVE ,+AJ " A-i3,^.{+ " 1.o,,. Tne,--t*e*{ qr,'1.-1,
tr ADD tr REPLACE D REMOVE

tl Io-ctd dfOw)t t\q Le-Li"'d o1 eu'J of
tr ADD tr REPI.ACE ! REMOVE At+o. L^ r^ *.Jt Z
tr ADD D REPLACE A REMOVE

tr ADD D REPI.ACE tr REMOVE

tr ADD tr REPI.ACE tr REMOVE

D ADD tr REPLACE tr REMOVE

tr ADD tr REPLACE tr REMOVE

tr ADD A REPLACE D REMOVE

tr ADD tr REPI-ACE O REMOVE

tr ADD O REPLACE tr REMOVE

tr ADD tr REPI.ACE tr REMOVE

tr ADD tr REPLACE O REMOVE

tr ADD tr REPLACE tr REMOVE

D ADD tr REPI-ACE tr REMOVE

tr ADD tr REPI.ACE tr REMOVE

tr ADD D REPI.ACE tr REMOVE

tr ADD r] REPI.ACE A REMOVE

RECEIVED

Nol/ 3 0 2010

DIV. OF OIL, GAS & MINING

Any other specific or special instructions required for insertion of this proposal into the Mining and Reclamation Plan?
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Crandall Canyon Mine - tron Treatment Facility
Horizon Lab Costs

Date: Amount Deacrlption

02/04/09 150.00 Waterffi
03/1 1/09 1.846.60 Water Analysis
uJ/ztrlu! 4.478.70 WaterAn-eitsis
06t11t09 249.7a Water Analysis
07t15t09 328.5C
09to2t09 1,862.65 Water Analysis
09/10/0e 4,185.65 Water {4e[pisu9tz3tut 328.50 W
I U/l 4/U! ,160.6C Water Analvsis
10t2&tos 164.2a Water Analysis
11t11t09 r.600.75 Water Analysis

19,355.95
lt2# 2009 9,677.98

o3t24t10 5.231.85 W
ost13t1C 177.O0 Water Analvsis
o5t27t1C 4,715.8C Water Analysis
06/09/1C 355.8C Water Analysis
07lo8t10 1,239.65 Water Analysis

21,399.09
u2#2010 10,699.04



Grandall Canyon Mine - lron Treatment Facility
Scamp Costs for Gonstruction and Operation

Date: Amount Involce Description

u4l1 5/0S 5,UUU.0U 2241 Locate Discharge Pipe
04t3Otos 10,000.0c 2267 Drainage/Culvert
04/30/0s 5.000.0c 226t llron Treatment FEcfiO
U'T/JU/UI 5,100.0c 2269 Flow Meter
05t12to9 5.000.0c 2282 Pump Svstem for Decantino SedFond 

-
05l28t09 4,500.0c 2295 French Drain
05t28tog 5,797.50 2296 Portal Drain
o6t24tos 4.800.00 231i Anchor Pipe
08/06/0s 4.630.00 2333 French DrainA/iolation
08/06/0s 4,880.0C 2334 Sedtment Pond Maintenance
08/06/0€ 4,880.0C 233a Anchor Pipe
08/06/09 4.876.0C 2336 Install Valve Assembly
uu/u6/09 4,890.00 2337 Install Under-Drain
09/18/0S 4.300.0c 2352 Install Seep Collection System
o9t21tos 1,000.00 2353 Install Flow Meter
vvtz Uvu I,UUU.U( 2354 Materials for Flow Meter
11t11toe 23.950.0C 2378 firt Work for Oxidizer
1111'UOg r,760.0c 2379 Uravel Basin Berm

104.363.50
01t29t10 2.812.45 2439 Gravel-Basin Berm
o2to3t10 6,053.21 244C Portal Drainage
02t03t1c 5,000.00 2442 rat liner/lron Sediment Pond
o2to4t1c 3,500. 2443 Pit I iner/l ron Sedi ment pond-
03/09/1C 3,500.0c 2477 Re-pipe/Add Curtain
03/09/10 4.789.0C 2478 Insrail vatDes/Uhemical Treatment
03/09/1C 1,722.OC, 2479 Install Injection System
03/09/1C 3.500.0c 2480 Install NaOH Iniection svstem
o4to1t10 3,500.00 2499
o4t12t1C 5,000.00 2505 Ops nss
o4l15t1C 4,772.0C 2515 tnstallStucgeC@
o4t28t1C 10,640.001 2523 Malnlenance lron Treatment Facility
uatzctlti 6,750.0C 2540 Pond cleaning
o5t28t1Q 6.950.0C 2543 lron Treatment Facility
05t28t10 6.842. 2545l|uruoge re-qrcutatton
06/03/10 7.000. 254e lron Treatment Facility
06/03/10 7,000.00 2547 Addational lron Treatment Pond Work
o6t18t1C 4.817.U 2563 ops Assist lron Treatment FECility-
07to7t'tc 6,980.001 2576 Oil Shed lron Treatmenl Facilitv
07t19t1Q 5,420.0C 2582 lron Treatment Facititffi
07t'tgna 5,400.0c 2583 Cps Assist lron Treatment Ftcititt
07t28t10 3.825.0C 260e f,il Shed lron Treatment FaciliW
08t23t1C 9,500.0c 2623 opsAssistlronTreatmffi
o8t23t1C e,5oo.00l 2624 lron Treatment Cleanino Auoust26l6-
09to2t1c 19,429.0€ 2633 lvlaintenance/Monitor Chemical TrEatment
09t02t1c 10,879.68 2634 Ops Assist lron TreatmentFaCitiiV
10t12na 10.226.36 2667 Iemp Chemical Injection Shed EnClosecl 

-
10t28t10 5,450.0C 2704 IempChemicattn.jecffi
11to2t10 9,500. 270e lron Treatment Pond Cleeling
11105t10 13.004, 2719 Monitor Ponds/Haul Water

206,262.36



NOTE TO REVIEWERS

THIS IS THE REPLACEMENT TEXT FOR
APPENDIX 7.65

DO NOT REPLACE ANY OF THE ATTACHMENTS



APPENDIX 7-65

CRANDALL CANYONMINE

MINE DISCHARGE WATER
IRON TREATMENT FACILITY

Discussion
Attachment I
Attachment2

Attachment 3

Attachment 4
Attachment 5

Attachment 6
Attachment 7
Attachment 8
Attachment 9

Maelstrom Oxidi zer Unit
Iron Treatment Bench Test Results, and
Settling Basin Volume Determination
Pit Liner Information
Wildcat Sediment Pond C Volume Determination
Settling Basin Clean-up Volume Estimatation
Drainage Information
Safety Factor Determination
Construction Specifications and Drawings
Temporary Use of Crandall Sediment pond



DISCUSSION

BACKGROUND

As a result of the Crandall Canyon Mine disaster of August 6,2007, the mine has been
de-activated and the portals have been sealed. Mine water inflow has built up to the extent that
water is now discharging from the portals and is discharged through a 12" pipe into Crandall
Creek under UPDES permit UT0024368. The mine is presently discharging approximately 500
gallons per minute, with the flow fluctuating with barometric pressure and seasons. In eariy
2009 the iron concentrations in the water began to exceed UPDES limits. By the summer of
2009, Crandall Creek below the mine began to display an orange discoloration from the iron
staining, resulting in violations from both DOGM and Division of Water Quality. Because there
is no way to treat the water underground the company has constructed an aeration treatment
system located on the surface in the "old loadout" area, immediately below the portal bench. In
concept, the facility consists of three basic components; 1) an aeration devise (a.k.a.,
"maelstrom" unit) which allows atmospheric oxygen to chemically react with the dissolved iron
in the water, thereby creating iron particulates, 2) a chemical injection system which adds a
coagulant (ahead of the maelstrom) and a flocculant (after the maelstrom), to enhance particle
settling, and 3) a settling basin which allows the iron particulates to settle out of the water. (See
Attachment 8 for the construction specifications and engineering drawings for the facility.
Attachment 8 also contains an as-built drawing of the treatment facility as of November, 2010. It
should be noted that construction is on-going as new improvements continue to be added.)

INSTALLATION OF SETTLING BASIN

A new 12" HDPE pipeline has been tapped into the existing discharge line from the mine
near the upper portals and extends to the new facility. It is equipped with shutoff valves, which
allows the flow of mine water to be routed down to the treatment facility, or bypassed directly to
the existing UPDES outfall. This line is supported by cables attached to bolts drilled into the
ledgerock and epoxied in place.

The settling basin is contained on three sides by an earthen berm constructed from a
structural granular borrow material. The berm was constructed in 8" lifts and compacted,to 90Vo
density using vibratory sheeps-foot mechanical compacting equipment, and the embankments do
not exceed 2.sHllV sideslopes. As shown in AttachmentT,the berm has been designed and
constructed to achieve a 1.3 safety factor. Attachment 7 also includes geotechnical information
about the granular borrow material used for construction of the berm. The settling basin and
berm are constructed in the area previously referred to as the "Old Loadout Area,,. To make
room for this old loadout, a large enclave was blasted out of the solid ledgerock in the past. This
blasted rock was then used as fill material to extend the loadout *"u, *d to construct the
adjacent Forest Service road. This area was originally compacted for construction purposes, but



was also compacted even more through many years of loading operations involving loaded trucks
and front-end loaders operating on the site. Prior to constructing tfre seffling basin berm all loose
material was removed from the site, revealing the underlying compacted roJk subsurface.
Therefore, the foundational material for the berm and basin is either the solid sandstone bedrock
from the original ledge, or else the highly compacted rock material located next to it. Refer to
Figure I of Attachment 8, which shows the extent of the solid bedrock underlying the basin and
berm. It should also be noted that the inner portion of the basin containment is constructed from
a pre-existing concrete wall. This wall is a massive 12" thick, reinforced concrete structure
which was part of the original ,'old loadout,, system.

The berm is ringed on top with a double row of concrete Jersey barriers placed side-by-side filed with earthen material for added rtuUitity. ihe remainingside from the 12" thick pre-existing concrete wall mentioned above.The berm, along with the existing concrete wall left over from the old
loadout' define the limits of the settling basin. The barrierr ulro provide public safety by
keeping vehicular traffic, foot traffic and animals from entering the basin area.

The interior of the basin is lined with a pit liner similar to that used for containing drilling
fluids in drilling operations. (See Attachment 3 for additional information on the liner material.i
The pit liner is secured around the perimeter by tucking it into the space between the barrier
walls and backfilling with earth material. A felt underlining *u, uGo placed down before
(below) the pit liner to provide protection against damage. A chain link fence is installed around
the basin atop the barriers to provide additional public sicurity.

The outslopes of the berm have been covered with alayer of gravel to help prevent
erosion and maintain stability. Also, the outer toe of the berm located adjacent to the Forest
Service road has been armored with concrete jersey barriers sufficient to 

-prevent 
potential

erosion from surface runoff along the road.

Prior to constructing the berm and placing the pit-liner, an underdrain system was
installed in the area of the basin. This underdrain systim consists of cleaned diain rock and
perforated drainpipe placed in a trench running along the upper toe of the berm at the lower
(down-dip) end of the basin. The drain is then routed in a buried 4" pipe to the main discharge
line. This underdrain system is designed to carry any water, possibly coming from pin-hole leaks
in the pit liner, directly out from the basin so that it cannot saturate any portion of the berm. The
pit liner is fabricated and fused as a single piece and is not expected to liak, but the underdrain
system was installed as a measure of added insurance. As mentioned previously, the berm has
been constructed on the site of the old loadout which was constructed on both solid rock blasted
out of the ledge, and on previously compacted structural fill material.

The treatment facility consists of a manufactured mechanical aeration device known as
the "Maelstrom OxidizerlJnit". (See Attachment I for additional information regarding this
unit.) This oxidizer unit consists of a pre-fabricated high-density plastic structure equipped with



a series of baffles and a 20hp blower. The mine water is fed into one end of the unit where it
then travels a serpentine route over and under the baffles, and at the same time, a large volume of
air is forced through the water by way of a number of nozzles located in the bottom of the unit.
The unit has been sized according to the anticipated flow rate, such that the dissolved oxygen in
the water as it exits from the unit is nearly I00%. The high oxygen content then reacts
chemically to change the dissolved iron from the ferrous state to the fenic state, which forms iron
precipitates which can then be settled out. The maelstrom unit is located ahead of the settling
basin, and is also the focal point for the injection of the coagulant and flocculant treatment
processes and the sludge re-circulation system described below.

INSTALLATION OF CHEMICAL INJECTION SYSTEM

Based on f-ield trials it was determined that, in order to successfully settle out the iron it
was necessary to add a chemical coagulant to the water ahead of the maelstrom, and also add a
chemical flocculant to the water after the maelstrom. The coagulant presently used is an
aluminttm chloride compound. 'this coagulant provides the "seed" mechanism for the iron to
adhere to as it goes through the oxidation process. After being oxidized the coagulated fenic
iron particles are still too small to settle out on their own. Therefore, a flocculant is injected into
the water after it exits from the maelstrom. The flocculant is a polyacrylamide. The treated
water is then allowed to sent to a settling basin.

The chemical treatment equipment is housed within a pre-existing shed located adjacent
to the settling basin. The shed has been retrofitted to accommodate the chemical injection
apparatus, including new roofing, interior walls, insulation, heating, and lighting. Two overhead
equipment doors have been installed to allow storage bulk storage of the chemicals within the
shed, and a2-tonjib crane has been installed to allow handling of the chemical storage totes. A
4" water line was installed, tapping off the main discharge line, to bring a continuous supply of
mine water into the treatment shed. The shed is divided into two bays; a storage bay and a
treatment bay. Both bays are heated and insulated. The storage bay is designed ro store up to
seven totes of coagulant and two totes of flocculant. The bay also can store up to 5000 gallons of
clean water to be used as make-up water for the chemical system.

The treatment bay houses the chemical mixing and injection system. The coagulant is
injected into the discharge water through an adjustable metering pump. This chemical is added
to the 4" split of minewater and then piped out of the shed, where it is injected into the main flow
of mine discharge water immediately ahead of the maelstrom unit. The flocculant chemical is
premixed in a factory-built make-down unit. This unit automatically batches up a pre-determined
quantity of concentrated floc solution which can then be used on an as-needed basis. During the
batching process, the floc is pumped from the factory-supplied tote into the make-down unit
through an adjustable-rate metering pump. At the same time, clean make-up water (stored in
tanks in the adjacent storage bay) is pumped into the make-down unit at a controlled rate. This
produces a floc solution with a consistent, known and pre-determined concentration. This
solution is then pumped (at an adjustable rate) into a separate split of push water which is then
pumped out of the shed and injected into the mine discharge water at the outlet end of the
maelstrom unit, prior to discharge into the settling basin.



The treatment facility is presently (as of November 25,2010) being upgraded so that all
elements of the chemical treatment can be automatically controlled and moniiored. A flow meter
will be installed at the inlet to the maelstrom unit to give a continuous electronic reading of the
mine-water flow- This flow rate will be sent back to a programmable controller which will
automatically adjust the injection rate of both the coagulant and the flocculant as the mine-water
discharge rate varies. This will allow the system to maintain a consistent level of chemical
dosage at all times, and will allow the operators to easily make fine-tune adjustments of the
chemical injection rates. The programmable controller will also constantly monitor the
operational status of the facility, and can immediately send waming -"rrug", and alarms to
company personnel in remote locations via computer interface if any part of the system needs
maintenance or repair. The programmable controller will also keep data-base records of
chemical usage, flow rates, and unplanned outages.

The treatment shed has been set up to allow storage of four totes of coagulant and one
tote of flocculant. At current injection rates, this will allow the system to operate about six
weeks before requiring refill of the coagulant storage, and about 6 months for the flocculant.
However, addition stores of both chemical will always be available in the adjacent storage bay
which can easily be pumped into the treatment bay storage totes. Therefore, the facility has blen
designed to operate on a long-term continuous basis without requiring any chemical replacement
supply disruptions.

At present (November 25,2010) the facility has been successfully treating the mine
discharge water so that all UPDES compliance levels have been met for the past 9 months since
March, 2010. However, the company is now implementing measures to minimize theamounts
of both the coagulant and flocculant used in the treatment process. For example, the automated
(programmable controller) control and monitoring system will allow precise fine-tuning of the
chemical injection rate to the minimum needed for regulatory compliance. The company is also
considering the installation of a TSS meter at the UPDES outfall monitoring location which
could constantly monitor water quality. Experience has shown that if there i. uny problem with
the coagulant/flocculant system it is reflected in elevated suspended particles at the outfall.
Continuous automated monitoring of TSS at this location will provide additional assurance of
water quality control.

As mentioned previously, the purpose of the coagulant is to provide seed particles for the
oxygenated ferric iron to adhere to in preparation for settling. In an attempt to reduce the
amount of coagulant usage, the company has also experimented with re-circulation of the iron
sludge back through the maelstrom unit. In theory, the precipitated iron particles in the re-
circulated sludge can then provide the seed particles for the mine-water ferric iron to adhere to,
thus reducing the need for the aluminum chloride coagulant to accomplish the same function.
Toward this end, the company has installed six intake suction manifolds in the upper bay of the
settling basin. From these manifolds, concentrated iron sludge material is pumped back into the
inlet end of the maelstrom unit over and over again. This re-circulation ,yrt"*no* appears to
be effective in holding down the necessary dosage of coagulant. However, since the flocculant
make-down unit (described above) was only recently installed, and has not yet been fullv



adjusted, the full extent of the efficacy of the sludge re-circulation system is not yet known. This
is because there are multiple variables affecting the ultimate treatment parameters, including
mine-water discharge rate, coagulant injection rate, flocculant injection rate, and re-circulation
concentration and volume rate. Due to the on-going, inter-related chemical reactions required for
successful treatment, each variable affects all the others, and makes qualitative analysis of the
individual variable somewhat more complicated and time-consuming. However, efforts to fine-
tune the system in an efforl to reduce the overall chemical consumption continues.

The chemically treated water from the oxidizer unit is then sent to the settling basin-jFhis
Iron precipitates generated in the oxidizer

unit drops out of suspension and accumulates in the settling basin. The basin has been designed
with nearly twice the volume (i.e., retention time) recommended from the bench testing in oider
to maximize the potential for meeting UPDES compliance level (see Attachment 2 for details).
The basin has been divided into four individual cells, separated one from another by filter fabric
curtains extending across the full width of the basin. These dividing curtains have been installed
to force the water flow through the basin to follow a serpentine pattern from inlet to outlet. This
is designed to maximize the retention time of the water in the basin to allow maximum settling of
the iron sludge material. The treated water exits the basin through a spillway, dropping into an
inlet structure to a discharge pipe which is buried under the road and connects to the existing
dischargelineleadingtothedesignatedUPDESoutfallpoint.ffi
imtatffihe-line. The UPDES water samples are taken at the outlet of the basin prior to
entering the pipe leading to the outfall. This is similar to the manner and location in which the
UPDES monitoring was previously conducted, and is agreeable to Division of Water euality.

CLEAN.OUT

Precipitatedironisallowedtosettleandaccumulateinthesettlingbasin.ffithe



In order to facilitate cleaning the sludge material from the basin, the company has installed
a number of cleaning tube in the basin. Each tube consists of several segments of 4'; pvc pipe
glued together to make a long continuous tube which extends across ttre wiatn of the basin. The
far end ofthe tubes are sealed closed, and the near end (located at the road-side ofthe basin) is
open. There are mor than twenty of these cleaning tubes installed parallel to each other from the
top end of the basin to the bottom. Each of the tubes has a number of holes drilled at closely-
spaced intervals along the top and across the entire length of the tube. During the cleaning
operation, a 2" flexible non-collapsible suction hose is inserted into the cleaning tube. This
suction hose is then connected to a pump or vacuum truck. The overlying sludge material is
sucked though the holes in the top of the cleaning tube and into the inner suction hose. As
cleaning proceeds, the inner hose is slowly pulled across the length of the basin, cleaning the
sludge above it as it moves. After one of the tubes is cleaned in this manner, the inner suction
hose is inserted in the adjacent tube, and the process is repeated.



is

ffiDuringtheinitialcleaning,asampleofthesludgewastakenand
analyzed for RCRA metals and other constituents. The results show the material to be non-toxic
and non-hazardous. A copy of the analysis is presented in Attachment 9. Several cleaning
operations have been initiated, each with notification of the Division. Initially, the sludge was
quite fluffy. The material was sucked out of the basin using a vacuum truck, and was hauled off
site and disposed of at the Wildcat Loadout Sediment Pond C. There it can dry out and remain
in-place until buried at final reclamation, or if the volume is excessive, it can be scooped out and
moved to the approved refuse disposal pile located at the loadout. Under the currently approved
Mining and Reclamation Plan for the Wildcat Loadout (C10071033), this refuse pile wili 6e buried
under at least 4' of earthen material upon final reclamation. (As shown in Attachment 4, Sediment
Pond C is a very large pond with ample capacity to contain more than 2.5 acre-ft(l08,900 cu. ft.)
of material and still have sufftcient volume to contain a l}-yearl24-hour precipitation event. This
is far more volume than is expected to be needed to accommodate the iron clean-out material, as
explained in Attachment 5. However, under no circumstance will the pond level be allowed to
exceed the 10-year/24-hour design capacity level. Additional information about Wildcat
Sediment Pond C and the refuse disposal pile can be found in Mining & Reclamation plan
C10071033 on file with the Division.

The initial sludge material hauled to Wildcat was determined by laboratory analysis to be
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more than 94oh water. Therefore, attempts have been made to densifu the sludge to allow for
more efficient cleaning and disposal in the future. The sludge re-circulation (mentioned above, to
reduce the coagulant usage), had the desirable side effect of making the sludge much more dense.
The company also attempted to run the sludge through a cyclone separator during the cleaning
process in hopes of obtaining a more concentrated sludge, but this was not successful. The
company then conduced a series of cleanings wherein the sludge material was pumped directly
into geotube filtration bags. This technique showed encouraging results, but unfortunately,
freezing winter weather conditions, and the complexities of rigging up a separate flocculant
system has prevented the geobag option from being as yet fully explored and developed.
However, given the promising preliminary results, the company intends to resume geobag
cleaning trials as soon as weather conditions permit.

Prior to initiating any cleaning of the basin, the company will provide a minimumof 24-
hour notice to the Division.

MAINTENANCE

There may be times during required maintenance that the oxidizer must be shut down for
repair or cleaning, at which time the mine discharge water will need to bypass the treatment
system. By opening the by-pass valve located ahead of the oxidizer unit, the water will be
directed into a flexible 8" discharge hose which will route the water around the settling basin and
into the main sediment pond through the existing disturbed ditch DD-10 and culvert C-4 located
immediately below the treatment facility. Information included in the back of Attachment 6
shows that an 8" hose can carry nearly 1300 gpm, which is adequate for bypassing the normal
flow from the mine discharge. Disturbed ditch DD-10 and culvert C-4 are both sized to
adequately handle the maximum anticipated bypass flow of about 1000 gpm in addition to the
potential flow from a l0-year, 24-hour precipitation event, as shown in AppendixT-4.

Prior to bypassing any mine water into the sediment pond for maintenance or cleaning of
the settling basin the static water level in the sediment pond will be decanted to as low as possible
below the elevation level of 1773.2'. This will ensure that there is still sufficient capacity left in
the pond to accommodate a l}-yearl24-hour precipitation event. At no time during the flow
bypass will the water level in the sediment pond be allowed to exceed the 7773.2'level, unless
specifically authorized by the Division. A clearly visible reference marker will be installed within
the sediment pond to clearly delineate the 7773.2'elevation level so that persons in charge of the
maintenance operations can observe the water level at all times during any bypass situation. Any
decanting of the sediment pond will be done according to the requirements of the approved
UPDES permit for this outfall point. Also, prior to bypassingany water into the sediment pond,
the sediment level in the pond will be verified to be below the approved clean-out level of 7769'.
(Note: The sediment pond was completely cleaned in December of 2009, immediately prior to
putting the iron treatment facility into operation, and certification reports were supplied to the
Division). Since the required capacity volume for a l0yr-24hr event is 2.45 acre-ft, this leaves a
usable volume of 0.77 acre-ft for the purpose of maintenance bypass, assuming the water level has
been previously decanted down to the sediment cleanout level of 7769' This equates to 251,000
gallons At an average flow rate of 500 gpm from the mine, the sediment pond could theoretically



contain over 8 hours worth of by-passed discharge flow. In other words, this could allow more
than 8 hours of time to perform maintenance work on the treatment facility before the sediment
pond was filled to within the 10/24 capacity volume level at the maximum level of 7773.2,. This
should provide sufficient time for most routine or emergency maintenance procedures, especially
in light of the mechanical simplicity of the system. Details of the sedimenipond capacityfor this
scenario can be found in AppendixT-4.

Prior to initiating any routine or scheduled maintenance on the oxidizer unit or the settlimg
basin, the company will provide a minimum 24-horx notice to the Division. Emergency
maintenance occasions will be reported to the Division immediately.

DRAINAGE

The "old loadout area" is depicted on Plate 7-5 andin Appendix 7-4 (Sedimentation and
Drainage Control Plan) as disturbed drainage area WSDD-I0. Much of this area is now dedicated
to the installation of the iron treatment facility. The treated minewater, along with any direct
precipitation falling into the settling basin, is discharged into Crandall Creek via the original
approved UPDES outfall point. Therefore, part of this treatment area is now excluded from
draining into the sediment pond as disturbed area drainage. The basin berm, which supports the
concrete barrier wall, serves to effectively separate the settling basin from the disturb"d ar"u
drainage around it. Effectively, all surface drainage now bypasses the treatment facility area, and
there is no co-mingling of storm surface runoff with the mine discharge water undergoing
treatment. Relevant drainage information from AppendixT-4 is included in Attachment 6 for ease
of reference. This attachment also contains information that shows the adequacy of the basin
spillway and the discharge pipe to handle the combined flow of the mine water and a I0 vearl24
hour precipitation event on the surface.

While the facility is neither an ASCA nor a small area exemption, it represents a small area
within the disturbed area wherein runoff is treated along with the mine discharge water and
discharges through an approved UPDES outfall point, and therefore does not drain to the sediment
pond. Also, the outer toe of the berm located adjacent to the Forest Service road has been armored
with concrete jersey barriers suffrcient to prevent potential erosion from surface runoff along the
road, and to route surface drainage around the basin into drainage ditch DD-10, thence into culvert
C-4, and thence into the sediment pond. Calculations in AppendixT-4 show that these drainage
structures are adequately sized to handle the bypass flow (at a peak of about 1200 gpm) in addition
to the l0 yr-24 hr precipitation event design flow.

ffi
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BASELINE MONITORING

Additional baseline data has been incorporated into the approved plan. This data includes:
l) flow quantities from the seep in the sandstone ledge above the treatment facility, 2) historical
data concerning the iron concentration levels in the mine discharge water, and 3) performance data
demonstrating the effectiveness of the existing treatment system methodology of oxidation/settling.
as opposed to other treatment methods such as reverse-osmosis, fine-element filtration. chemical
coagulants/fl occulants, etc.

l) Ledge seep water flow: The treatment area is separated from the portal bench above by a
massive sandstone ledge of bare sandstone rock. There are several seeps emanating from this
ledge and this seep water drains down the ledge toward the area of the settling basin. Based on
previous measurements, the flow is minimal (approximately I-2 gpm), but constant. A concrete
trough has been poured behind the existing retaining wall (between the ledge rock and the back of
the wall) to collect this seepage water and route it through a 4" PVC pipe to the settling basin
overflow culvert inlet. In this manner the seepage water is contained, can be monitored, and is
also subject to treatment thru dilution. The flow data collected from monitoring this seep will be
provided to the Division and will assist in determining the most appropriate geotechnical method
for future reclamation of this area, i.e., final reclamation. Monitoring will be conducted monthly,
although fueezelthaw conditions in winter months will have to be factored into interpreting the
data. The monitoring information will be provided to the Division (via email) prior to the end of
each month and will continue until the Division determines that it is no longer necessaryFfid€fa

The location of the seep water discharge pipe into the basin overflow culvert inlet provides
safe and convenient access for collection of this data. It should also be noted that much of the
seep water seems to be coming from underneath the concrete pad of the old crusher building si1ing

l0



on top of the ledge. Since this building, and its concrete floor, will be removed during final, there
is a high probability that much of the seep water can be isolated and contained at time of final
reclamation.
rc€taffatioftp+an:Details of this seep collection system can be found in the engineering drawings
in Attachment 8.

2) Mine discharge water qualitv: This data is essentially the monthly UPDES sampling and
monitoring that is presently on-going.

3) Operational performance data: In addition to the normal UPDES data (item 2),the
company commits to gathering data to reflect on the effectiveness of the oxidation/settling
methodology employed in the existing system. ;
This data will be collected monthly and will be provided to the Division via email. Samples will
be collected from the 12" HDPE pipeline prior to the oxidizer unit, and at the UPDES sampling
point at the outlet of the settling basin. The analytical parameters will include the following:

Iron (total, dissolved, and ferrous)
Manganese (total and dissolved)
Aluminum (total and dissolved)
Alkalinity
Sulfate
pH
Dissolved Oxygen

BENEffG
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OFF'.SITE IMPACTS

In early 2009 the iron concentrations in the water began to exceed UPDES limits. By the
summer of 2009, Crandall Creek below the mine began to display an orange discoloration from the
iron staining, resulting in violations from both DOGM and Divis-ion of Water euality. Therefore,
the company commits to perform an on-site inspection of the Crandall Creek diainage with the
appropriate regulatory agencies. . The
purpose of the inspection will be to assess the extent of the total iron aciumulations within
Crandall Creek. Following the site-visit, the Division (with concuffence with the Forest Service,
and consultation from other agencies) will make a determination as to what clean-up measures, if
any, should be taken to remove the iron accumulations from the stream channel.

t2



facility)

During late April and early May of 2010, the iron accumulation material (a.k.a., cleanout
sludge) was cleaned out of the settling basin for the first time. There was at this time
approximately three months worth of sludge material accumulated in the basin. Cleanout was
accomplished by installing a total of ten cleanout tubes sequentially across the entire width of the
the basin, from top to bottom. Each cleanout tube was constructed of 4" pvc pipe with %" holes
drilled on 8" centers along the top of the pipe. At the time of cleaning, a 2" flexible hose was
inserted into the cleanout tube, with the other end connected to u uu".,u- truck. During cleanout,
the open end of the vacuum hose was slowly retracted through the length of the cleanout tube,
sucking the sludge from the immediate area through the holes in the outer tube. This process was
then repeated for each tube until the entire length of the basin had been cleaned. The rludg"
material was then hauled by tanker truck to the Wildcat Loadout and discharged into Sediment
Pond C, as per the plan. In total, 38 truckloads of sludge were cleaned from ihe basin, totaling
216,000 gallons of material.

Laboratory analysis of the cleanout sludge shows that it is in compliance with all standards
for RCRA metals (see Exhibit 4, Attachment 9). Lab analysis also shows that the sludge material
is mostly water, being 94.12% water, 5.88% solids (see Exhibits 1 and 5, Attachment 9). Shortly
after the cleanout, representatives of the Division inspected the material in Pond C at WitOcat. By
this time much of the solids had settled out, leaving a clear supemate on top. This supemate
material was sampled and analyzed(see Exhibits 2 and 6, Attachment 9). ixhibit 3, Appendix 9
shows additional photos of the Wildcat Pond C as the sludge continued to settle and dry out.
Within the next several weeks the sludge material dried up entirely, leaving only a thin residue
caked in the bottom of Pond C.

The company is now experimenting with various methods to improve on the cleanout
process. The sludge material in the settling basin is voluminous, but mostly water (94%o water, 60/o
solids). Therefore, efforts to remove as much of the water as possible from the sludge prior todisposalarenowbeingexplored.Theseeffortswillincludeth"u,"of@
mechanical filtration devices (i.e., geotubes) used during cleanout, on a trial basis. To facilitate the
testing of these new methods, the company will utilize the Crandall Canyon Mine sediment pond
onatemporarybasisforshort-termstorageofthecleanoutmaterial.

By being able to store the material
Crandall sediment pond, rather than hauling it 40 mines away to Wildcat, a greater degree of
flexibility can be employed in the trial-and error methods for developing the rnost effective de-
watering process. Such de-watering process will then be incorporated into the long-term cleanout
program. It should be emphasizedthatuse of the Crandall sediment pond during this testing periodwillbetemporary,@Duetopresentwintertimefreezingconditions
(November,2010,) further testing of the geotubes has been postponed until next spring. The
company will seek permission from the Division to once again be allowed to utilize the Crandall
sediment pond on a temporary basis to assist in the testing of the geobags.

It should be noted that in no case will the sediment level (of the combined sediment/sludge
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material) in the pond be allowed to accumulate above the presently approved 7770,maximum
sediment level. It should also be noted that at no time will the total water level in the sediment
pond be allowed to exceed the 7773.2'elevation as a result of the cleaning/testing. By not
exceeding this level, the sediment pond will still maintain sufficient capacity to hold surface runoff
from a l0-year, 24-hout precipitation event. A high-water level marker has been installed in the
pond to make certain that this level is not exceeded during cleaning and testing. In the unlikely
event that any supernate water needs to be decanted from the pond during this time, it will be
decanted in accordance with the approved UPDES permit. It is encouraging to note that, should
decanting be necessary, analysis of the supemate from the initial cleaning showed compliance with
all UPDES parameters. It should also be noted that any sludge material deposited in the Crandall
sediment pond during this time will eventually be removed and disposed of as part of the normal
approved sediment pond clean-out procedure.
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The company has been working on the design, permitting, construction and operation of the
iron treatment facility since January,2009. Under the existing tieatment system, the mine-water
discharge has been brought into compliance with UPDES parameters since March,20l0.
Presently, the facility is being upgraded to allow greater dependability under the constraints of the
requirements for continuous 24/7 operational performance and regulutory 

"o-pliance. 
Much of

the work has been on a "trial-and-error" basis be< ause the iron treatment issue is relatively new to
the Utah coal industry, and accepted treatment methodologies for eastern coal mines often involve
dis-similar water chemistry and differing operating and environmental circumstances. Also, much
of the construction/operation of the facility has been under near-emergency conditions, given the
fact that the company was in violation with several state agencies, anJ the discharge into Crandall
Creek has been under constant scrutiny from other federal and local agencies. The constant
pressure and necessity to keep the discharge water in compliance at all times has made it more
difficult to make adjustments, add new equipment or explore new treatment options. To date, the
company has spent nearly $600,000 on construction, operation, clean-out and maintenance of the
system' It is important to note that these costs cannot be construed as representative of future
treatment costs, given the emergency nature, and "trial-and-error" nature of the development of the
facilities to date. The company will continue efforts to improve the system to provide increased
reliability, develop more efficient sludge removal/disposaitechniques and to minimize the amount
of chemicals used in the treatment. once these more pressing and immediate objectives have been
met, the company will be able to explore other options and altematives for treatment.
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NOTE TO REVIEWERS

ADD THIS "AS-BUILT'' DRAWING TO THE OTHER
DRAWINGS IN ATTACHMENT 8

OF
APPENDIX 7-65
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